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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Peter G Kerr 
Monash Health and Monash University,  
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 05-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a baseline trial design paper.  
As such, it serves the purpose of describing in great detail what will 
be done.  
 
I write from the perspective of a Nephrologist.  
 
From this aspect I wonder whether the authors could provide more 
justification around:  
- why should dialysis patients be different to other groups (and there 
are a list of possibilities here - loss of independence, artifical 
machines, needling, fistulas, chronic recurrent treatments, transport, 
high pill load etc)?  
- and if so, how are they different?  
- the instruments used - have they been validated in this group of 
patients? There are some renal and dialysis specific tools which 
overlap with this area (incl KDQOL and SF-36) although may not be 
specific enough for this research.....I'd be interested in the authors 
comments on this.  
 
My major concern though is the writing style.  
This is an overly wordy, repetitive document that has a rather chatty 
style to it.  
It could be made much more concise and read more scientifically.  
In parts the English is clumsy; eg. in the abstract "We aim to recruit 
sixty adult haemodialysis patients who meet criteria for mild to 
moderately severe symptoms of depression and/or anxiety will be 
individually randomised using a computer generated 1:1 sequence 
ratio with allocation concealment by automated email to patients on 
completion of their online baseline questionnaire." There are quite a 
few examples of this. 

 

REVIEWER GB Piccoli 
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University of Torino, Italy  
CH du Mans, Le Mans, France 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The protocol is ambitious and well written; I have a few main points 
to raise:  
- is some kind of "shame intervention" possible,  
- is the follow-up of patients who deny participation also forseen? it 
would strenghten the study  
- why not a "patient preference " design?  
- the limits of the RCT should be more clearly outlined  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1:  

 

1. Why should dialysis patients be different to other groups (and there are a list of possibilities here - 

loss of independence, artifical machines, needling, fistulas, chronic recurrent treatments, transport, 

high pill load etc)? and if so, how are they different?  

 

Many thanks to reviewer 1 for highlighting that we have not clearly demonstrated the unique 

psychosocial challenges that the dialysis population face.  

 

We have now added this detail to the manuscript on page 5, lines 114 to 121. We also sign post the 

reader to our narrative review which explores these issues in more depth.  

 

Similarly we have added clarification as to how the dialysis population differs. We now explicitly 

present the prevalence of psychological distress in the dialysis population and compare it with the 

prevalence of distress in the chronic kidney disease population (stages 1-5). Please see page 3, lines 

58 to 60.  

 

2.- the instruments used - have they been validated in this group of patients? There are some renal 

and dialysis specific tools which overlap with this area (incl KDQOL and SF-36) although may not be 

specific enough for this research.....I'd be interested in the authors comments on this.  

 

Many thanks to reviewer 1 for highlighting our lack of clarity when describing our outcome measures. 

With regards to our depression (PHQ-9) and anxiety (GAD7) outcomes we now highlight the validity 

of these instruments in medical settings (page 8, line 204-208). We also highlight that these measures 

are routinely used as part of the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) initiative and 

thus allows us to benchmark our findings against UK national datasets.  

 

We selected a non-illness specific measure of quality of life to allow our analyses to adhere to the 

recommendations of NICE for cost-efficacy analyses in trials Please see page 14, line382. We did not 

want to overburden patients with the inclusion of both the generic EQ-5D and the kidney disease 

specific quality of life measure. We piloted our questionnaire data on our patient representatives. The 

inclusion of our minimal dataset resulted in patients taking approximately 60 minutes to complete the 

questionnaires. We felt the need to balance specificity against questionnaire burden.  

 

We amended the client service receipt inventory to make the data collected relevant to the needs of 

the dialysis population. We have added this detail onto the manuscript (please see page 14, lines 

388-390).  
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Finally the brief illness perception questionnaire was developed and validated among patients with 

renal disease. This clarity has now been added to the paper (see page 14, lines 391-395).  

 

 

3.My major concern though is the writing style.  

This is an overly wordy, repetitive document that has a rather chatty style to it.  

It could be made much more concise and read more scientifically.  

 

We thank reviewer for highlighting our poor wording. We have now revised the manuscript to shorten 

our sentence structure and deleted repetition.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

 

1- is some kind of "sham intervention" possible  

 

We thank reviewer two for raising the interesting point of offering a “sham” psychological procedure. 

This could have involved supportive listening and/or technical support to allow contact time with a 

“human” to be matched. However because of the pragmatic nature of the study we were not 

resourced to offer this procedure.  

 

We have not raised this issue in our protocol but will of course acknowledge it as a limitation when the 

time comes to publish the results of our feasibility study.  

 

2 is the follow-up of patients who deny participation also foreseen? It would strengthen the study.  

 

We thank reviewer two for highlighting the value of gaining this additional data. Indeed it will allow us 

to explore the generalisability of our findings. We do not have immediate plans for following up non-

consenters for this study and it is therefore not stipulated in the protocol. However there is potential 

for us to perform secondary data analyses once these outcomes are collected as part of the 

IMPARTS mental health screening program that is in operation at Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital.  

- why not a "patient preference " design?  

 

We selected an RCT over a patient preference design because of the extra resource needed. 

Furthermore we were particularly interested in the feasibility of online delivery with and without 

telephone support. Of course the intervention could be translated into other delivery platforms, such 

as a self-help manual, group work etc. Following this study, a larger RCT or patient preference study 

will be considered.  

 

 

3 the limits of the RCT should be more clearly outlined 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Peter Kerr 
Monash Medical Centre, Clayton, Vic, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thankyou for your amendments. One thing I should have picked up 
on first review - the preferred term is ESKD rather than ESRD (end 
stage kidney disease). 
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REVIEWER Giorgina Barbara Piccoli 
University of Torino, Italy; Le Mans Hospital, France 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Just a little further comment: the Authors state that a preference 
study would have costed more. This statement weaknesses the 
study, since, by definition, in the "ideal" RCT most patients would 
agree...  
please add a comment on this; the cost issues are important, but 
they are also good alibis...  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

1. Thankyou for your amendments. One thing I should have picked up on first review - the preferred 

term is ESKD rather than ESRD (end stage kidney disease).  

 

REPLY: We have amended ESRD to ESKD as suggested. 

Reviewer: 2  

 

1. Just a little further comment: the Authors state that a preference study would have costed more. 

This statement weaknesses the study, since, by definition, in the "ideal" RCT most patients would 

agree...  

please add a comment on this; the cost issues are important, but they are also good alibis...  

 

REPLY: Thank you for this helpful suggestion. We have referred to costs as suggested and also 

added an additional limitation with such patient preference designs (see Harwood and Thornicoft, 

2006)- please see the strengthens and limitations section of the protocol 
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